Abstract-Owing to the interference of the complex background in color image, high false positive rate is a problem in face detection based on AdaBoost algorithm. In addition, the training process of AdaBoost is very time consuming. To address these problems, this paper proposes a two-stage face detection method using skin color segmentation and heuristics-structured adaptive to detection AdaBoost (HAD-AdaBoost) algorithm. Firstly, skin color segmentation is applied to remove most of the background. Then, the HAD-AdaBoost cascade classifier is performed on the candidates to make a final face location. By introducing the algorithm of adaptive to detection AdaBoost algorithm (AD AdaBoost) and heuristicsstructured cascade to our system, the resulting classifier consisting of fewer weak classifiers achieves lower error rates. The experimental results demonstrate that our system retrieves 90.24% of the detection rate with 1.69% false alarms on the color image set.
INTRODUCTION
Face detection is an opening problem in research of pattern recognition and computer vision. It is widely used in many fields such as artificial intelligence, video surveillance, identity authentication, computer vision, etc [1] . In 2001, Viola and Jones proposed the first real-time face detection method based on AdaBoost with the "Integral Map" and the cascade structure, which made face detection technology practical [2] . Due to their tremendous success, numerous further works proposed. KLBoost proposed by Liu solved the problems of how to choose the best weak classifier and how to combine them [3] . Li proposed FloatBoost for a better detection accuracy by introducing a backward feature elimination step into the AdaBoost training procedure in 2004 [4] . Noticing the problem of time consuming, Xiao proposed boosting chain framework to shorten the total number of weak classifiers by using forward feature selection [5] . Aimed at the shortage of entirely inheriting prior classifiers in the boosting chain, Guo proposed an enhanced cascade structured Real AdaBoost algorithm by inheriting historical knowledge partly in 2007 [6] . However, these Adaboost algorithms use only the gray feature of face to detect faces in color images. In image with complex background, those Adaboost algorithms may result in high false alarm rate [7] . In addition, time consuming remains a major challenge for Adaboost training.
In this paper, we propose a two-stage face detection method using both skin color features and gray features of one image. Moreover, a novel classification framework called heuristicsstructured adaptive to detection AdaBoost (HAD-AdaBoost) is proposed to reduce training time and the number of weak classifiers. AD AdaBoost which is more suitable for the cascade structure in target detection with fast weak classifier training method is applied, and heuristics-structured cascade is introduced to partly integrate historical knowledge into successive boosting learning. The first stage of the proposed face detection system is skin color segmentation, which removes most of the background area and outputs candidate skin region. Then the following HAD-AdaBoost cascade stage is performed on the candidates to filter out non-faces.
II. METHOD
The flow chart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 . 
A. Stage1: Skin color segmentation
Skin color is not sensitive to changes in posture and rotation. Therefore, human face can be distinguished from the complex background by using skin color easily. Researches have shown that the difference between skin colors mainly concentrates in brightness and skin color distribution has the character of clustering in color space without bright. In the YCbCr space, luminance and chroma could be handled respectively and the skin color spots could form better cluster. In addition, the YCbCr space can be obtained from RGB space directly through linear transformation [8] . Moreover, "reference white" is applied to reduce the effect of lighting on segmentation performance [9] . The analysis of the skin color histogram indicates that the skin color information is distributed in a . However, some skin regions such as hands, arms, etc may be selected. We thus need to screen these regions by face shape filters:
(1) Operate morphological filter to the segmented skin regions. (2) The width and height of face region has a proportional relationship, i.e., 0 . 2 6 . 0   with length .
B. Stage2: Face detection based on HAD-AdaBoost
In this section, we improve the Adaboost to HADAdaBoost. Firstly, we introduce AD Adaboost algorithm to balance the detection rate and the false positive rate (FPR). Then, we extend boosting chain with inheriting prior classifiers partly to be a novel framework called heuristics-structured cascade. The framework with independence characteristic and inheritance specialty can reduce the total number of the weak classier. Different from enhanced cascade algorithm in [6] , the inheritance strategy of the proposed method is simpler.
In the procedure of AdaBoost, the positive samples' error rate and negative samples' error rate is equal in the training process. However, this assumption is no longer hold in detector with cascade structure. To address the problem, AD AdaBoost is proposed [10] . The weight parameters of weak classifiers in AD AdaBoost are determined not only by the FPR, but also by their abilities to recognize the positive samples. The weight parameter of the weak classifier is updated by:
Where ， k is a constant,
represents the sum weights of the positive samples that be correctly identified in the t th iteration, which can represent the recognition capacity of one weak classifier for the positive samples. The new weighting parameters guarantee that those weak learners which have better recognition ability for positive samples will own a larger weight in the case of the same t  . Then, the weight parameters of weak classifiers relate to both the overall error rate and the recognition ability for human face.
In boosting cascade, the training process of each layer is carried out independently. Although the former classifiers have discarded some negative samples, the historical information also does well to samples that were wrong classified. In this paper, heuristics-structured cascade that has an easier heuristic strategy is proposed. The heuristics-structured cascade with independence characteristic and inheritance specialty needs an evaluation parameter of the previous classifier. The schematic depiction of the heuristics-structured cascade is shown in Fig. 2 . The heuristics parameter ) (i r should have the ability to control the proportion of inheritance and independent. Owning to the abandon process of negative samples, the sample structure of one layer is different from each other. The higher the proportion of samples discarded, the larger the independent part and the smaller the inheritance part should be. Since the positive samples keep unchanged and the negative samples change a lot, the heuristic parameter
in new classifier's training is defined as:
Where 1  k f is the false positive rate of the k-1 th layer. By adding the previous training results into the current classifier, the training process speeds up and the overall number of weak classifiers reduce. In the heuristics-structured cascade framework, the strong classifier is expressed as: 
1)
Given an example x, assess the heuristics-structured cascade with k layers.
Repeat for i=1 to k: a).
, then exit with negative response.
2)
Exit with positive response. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experiment on training set: the MIT-CBCL dataset
We use the MIT-CBCL dataset as the training set. All experiments are conducted on the simulation software As shown in Tab. 1, the total number of features in HADAdaBoost cascade is 54 while the AdaBoost 78. Therefore, HAD-AdaBoost works with fewer weak classifiers, which greatly cuts down the training time.
B. Experiment on test set: color images set
In this section, we test the performance of the proposed two-stage face detection method on color image set comprised of digital photos from life and the Internet. There are 250 pictures including 1486 faces in our test set. The performance comparison of the AdaBoost algorithm, HAD-AdaBoost algorithm and the two-stage method on the image set are shown in Tab. 2: As shown in Tab. 2, the HAD-AdaBoost algorithm is also superior to Adaboost with higher DR and lower FPR. By using the two-stage method, the false detection number of HADAdaBoost reduces obviously due to skin color pretreatment. Both Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b) show that some of the backgrounds whose texture similar to face are detected as faces. But in Fig. 4 (b) based on HAD-AdaBoost, the number of fault detected windows is smaller. As shown in Fig. 4 (c) , although skin color segmentation can detect all face regions, the result region also contains neck and clothes whose color is similar to skin. In Fig. 4 (d) , the proposed method that takes both color and gray features into account leads to a more precise face location.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a two-stage framework for face detection in color image has been presented. In this framework, skin color segmentation is applied in the first stage to remove most of the background area. An optimized strategy called HAD-AdaBoost to reduce training time and improve classifier performance is applied in the second stage to make a final location. The results on MIT-CBCL dataset and our experimental images demonstrate that the proposed face detection approach enhances the performance of detector for image with complex background.
